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EVALUATION CRITERIA

USHIDA FINDLAY ARCHITECTS (uk), COX RAYNER ARCHITECTS (qld), ARUP (uk) AND JANET LAURENCE (aust) HAVE UNITED FOR THIS PROJECT
BECAUSE WE BELIEVE THE ANSWER LIES IN THE LIMINAL SPACE BETWEEN ART, ARCHITECTURE, LANDSCAPE + MULTI-MEDIA
OUR DESIGN WILL CREATE A UNIQUE SOLUTION TO A PLACE THAT DEMANDS SUCH AN INTEGRAL APPROACH, AND WHICH WILL PROJECT
THE CULTURE OF THE GOLD COAST ONTO THE WORLD STAGE
1. CORE TEAM
1.1 Our Synergy of Architecture,
Art, Landscape + Environment

•

“being interpretative and culturally
sensitive, spanning across
architecture, landscape and art”
“integrating traditional natural and even
living materials with contemporary hitech technologies”
“responding to the richness of a given
situation, and the resources that each
site and context reveals and offers”.
“creating cityscapes that are not
collections of buildings but continuous
flowing landscape - like spaces”

Our proposal is a collaboration between
USHIDA FINDLAY ARCHITECTS (UK) and
COX RAYNER ARCHITECTS (QLD).

•

Joining us are is world-renowned artist
Janet Laurence (Australia).

•

Together we bring exceptional expertises
in architecture, landscape design,
art and engineering.

•

Ushida Findlay and Cox Rayner joined
for this project over a year ago when
Kathryn Findlay was a keynote speaker and
Michael Rayner was a creative director for
the Australian Institute of Architects 2012
Conference.

Mark Titman The New Pastoralism. AD 2013

Kathryn Findlay subsequently spoke at the
Gold Coast Arts Centre for the ‘Lecture in
Art, Art and Design 2012’ organised by the
Gold Coast Art
Gallery and Griffith University.
We are thus not a marriage of
convenience but a union specific
to designing the new Gold Coast
Cultural Precinct.
1.2 The Brilliant Kathryn Findlay

Kathryn Findlay learnt of and became
excited by the Gold Coast Cultural Precinct
when she spoke at the 2012 Gold Coast
Lectures in Art, Architects and Design, then
visiting the site and imagining its future.
Kathryn has been widely published as
“one of the most outstanding architectural
innovators of her generation”.
Her architecture has been internationally
acclaimed for eschewing the ‘object icon’
in favour of returning to architecture of
community engagement and sensory
experience.

2. THE MULTIDISCIPLINARY +
LOCAL TEAM

Her work is also renowned for:

CREATIVE
ENGINEERING +
ENVIRONMENT

Our project team has been selected to
combine the optimum skills needed for
the project with local talent, as illustrated
in the accompanying chart. It is a team
which has a collaborative history:
SCHULER SHOOK
(USA/Aust)

ANDREW SEDGWICK
+ FRANCES ARCHER
ARUP (UK/Aust)

STEENSEN VARMING
(Copenhagen/Aust)

1.3 The Experience of Cox Rayner

ART

USHIDA FINDLAY
ARCHITECTS (UK)
+ COX RAYNER
ARCHITECTS (QLD)

Cox Rayner Architects is the ideal
partner for Kathryn in sharing and
implementing for over a decade
cultural projects of synergistic architecture,
art and landscape.
Cox Rayner’s projects encompass
all relevant types and scales for this
undertaking, and include the Brisbane
Powerhouse, the revitalisation of the
Queensland Performing Arts Centre
and Queensland Museum, the
Thuringowa Riverway Arts Precinct
in Townsville, and the Lyric Theatre in
Sydney, all winning significant awards.

JANET LAURENCE
(UK/Aust)

THEATRE
+ MULTIMEDIA

ANDREW GREEN
RPS AUSTRALIA
(Gold Coast)

+ CREATIVE MOVE
(Aust)

LANDSCAPE

Cox Rayner has proved excellence
in cultural precinct design in the world arena
by winning in 2013 the National Maritime
Museum of China international competition
over many of the world’s architectural
luminaries.
Cox Rayner also has extensive
Gold Coast experience and history
of commitments in designing the new
Commonwealth Games Aquatic Centre
at Southport, the acclaimed Ferry Road
Market at Southport, the new Sanctuary
Cove Golf Club, the Macintosh Island
Bridge, the Griffith University Health
Centre and Campus Master Plan, and
Michael Rayner is Adjunct Professor and
Chair of the Griffith Architecture Advisory
Board on the Gold Coast Campus.

Team Structure and Capability

Schuler Shook
Our collaborators on the Cairns
Cultural and Entertainment Precinct
in theatre and lighting design. Famous
theatres include Hamer Hall Arts Centre
Melbourne, Lincoln Centre for Performing
Arts New York, The Civic Opera House
Chicago and the University of Chicago
Arts Centre.
Arup International
Also our collaborators on the Cairns
Cultural and Entertainment Precinct and
on the Brisbane and Cairns Convention
Centres, as well as world engineers
on the Beijing Olympic ‘Water Cube’,
the Casa da Muscia Portugal, the
Royal Opera House London and Wales
Millennium Centre.
Steensen Varming
Again our collaborators on the Cairns
Cultural and Entertainment Precinct,
renowned in Australia for the Art Gallery
of NSW Asian and Kaldor Galleries,
Victoria and Albert Museum London,
the National Gallery of Australia, the
new Auckland Art Gallery, the National
Portrait Gallery Canberra and the
Sydney Opera House Refurbishment.

3. OUR GOLD COAST CONTENT
Our team comprises multiple consultancies
based on the Gold Coast including:
Planning
Landscape
Geotechnical
Traffic/Movement
Food + Beverage
Cost Planning
DDA 		
Certification

This extensive content is reinforced
by Cox Rayner’s long and current
commitment to the Gold Coast as
practioners and academic advisors.
4. THE USHIDA FINDLAY +
COX RAYNER SUITABILITY
FOR THE CHALLENGE
Ushida Findlay and Cox Rayner are
a unique partnership of internationally
recognised global and local architects
who share an ethos ideally suited to
the Gold Coast Cultural Precinct.
This ethos is founded in the
interfaces between architecture, art,
landscape and environmental design
demonstrated through major cultural
precinct projects.
The suitability of our total design
team is reinforced by its:
•

depth of artist and curatorial
collaboration

•

extent of global and Queensland
experience in all relevant
cultural facilities

•

ability to input local knowledge
on multiple levels

•

significant environmental design
expertise globally and in the
Gold Coast subtropics

Janet Laurence

“Our suitability is our partnering’s ability
to create the ultimate sensory cultural
precinct ever seen + experienced”

Australia’s greatest renowned artist crossconnecting with landscape design, her
seminal works including In the Shadow at
the Sydney 2000 Olympics, the Australian
War Memorial London and Elixir at the
Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial Japan.
Creativemove
The curatorial partnership of John
Stafford (ex Arts Queensland Director)
and Queensland artist Jodi Cox,
extensive experience in curating
public art throughout Queensland.

RPS Australia
RPS Australia
Soil Surveys
Geleon
FSD Australia
Rider Levett Bucknall
Certis
Certis

Our suitability is however our partnering’s
ability to create the ultimate sensory
cultural precinct ever seen anywhere!
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USHIDA FINDLAY ARCHITECTS
ArcelorMittal Orbit, London, UK
ArcelorMittal Orbit demonstrates
Ushida Findlay’s capacity to collaborate
integrally with artists and creative engineers.
The tower formed the centrepiece of the
London Olympic Games 2012. It was
a collaboration between Kathryn Findlay,
Anish Kapoor and Cecil Balmond.
As a hybrid of art, architecture,
urbanism, landscape and media, the
ArcelorMittal Orbit reflects our process
we propose in the design of the Cultural
Precinct. The Orbit has two observation
floors, a 455-step spiral staircase and
restaurant. The viewing platforms at the
top afford spectacular views over the City,
with two distorting concave mirrors that
alter the perception of place.

The Hill Arts and Cultural Precinct,
London, UK
Also commissioned for the London
Olympics, ‘The Hill’ further encapsulates
Ushida Findlay’s approach to architectural
landscape relevant to the Gold Coast
Cultural Precinct. It entailed four cultural
routes intertwining to form a significant
land art intervention.
Grafton New Hall, Cheshire, UK
A competition winning design illustrating
another relevant Ushida Findlay approach
to architectural and landscape synergy,
the spaces forming tentacles which
dissolve into the sloping terrain.
Museum of National Textiles and Costumes, Qatar
UFA’s scheme for transforming Doha’s
historic Al Koot Fort into a contemporary
museum. It’s inspiration is derived from
the threading of fabric in Islamic art, as
depicted in the illustration model of one
of the main museum spaces.
Soft and Hairy House, Tokyo, Japan
Although of small scale, this one house
projected Ushida Findlay’s reputation onto
the world stage. It has been extensively
publicised as offering a new direction in
contemporary architecture, variously
entitled “The New Pastoralism”
and “Futuristic”.
It was celebrated for its synergistic
composition of high-tech and traditional
technics which underpins much of Ushida
Findlay’s research and design process.

Relevant Experience

JANET LAURENCE + RPS
Australian artist and Archibald Prize
winner Janet Laurence is best known for
her site-specific installations. Often referred
to as the “architects’ artist”, Davina Jackson,
editor of Architecture Australia has suggested
she is “a serious candidate for the title of
Australia’s leading public artist”.
Ghost House
Galerie Dusseldorf,
Germany

What a plant
knows (the Tarkine
Tasmania)

Seeping Out
#2, Greenhouse
Exhibition

Heart Shock, 2008
Adelaide Biennial of
Australian Art: Handle
with Care, Art Gallery of
South Australia
RPS are renowned Australian and Gold Coast
based landscape architects and planners
experienced in subtropical environment public
realm and community projects. RPS have a
design ethos that is highly responsive to projects
environmental and cultural context.
Flinders Street
Revitalisation,
Townsville, 2012

Thuringowa
Riverway Cultural
Centre, Townsville,
2007

SW1 South Bank
Revitalisation,
2006

Gold Coast
Aquatic Centre,
Southport, 2014

COX RAYNER ARCHITECTS
Thuringowa Riverway Arts Centre,
Townsville
Winner of the National AIA Walter
Burley Griffin Urban Design Award in
2007, Thuringowa Riverway has been
celebrated for its fusion of architecture,
landscape and art, and thus has further
particular relevance to the Gold Coast
Cultural Precinct. It also illustrates the
synergy between Cox Rayner’s and
Ushida Findlay’s approaches as being
at the forefront of blurred architecture
and landscape.
Brisbane Powerhouse Centre for
the Live Arts
Originating on a scant budget, the Brisbane
Powerhouse is now regarded as the city’s
counterpoint to the Queensland Performing
Arts Centre and has become a cultural
icon. It won the AIA FDG Stanley Medal
for Public Architecture in 2003 for Cox
Rayner and City Design, and it comprises
several flexible venues of technical
excellence within historic fabric.
Queensland Museum Revitalisation
Commissioned after the success of QPAC,
the revitalisation of Queensland’s major
museum has equally transformed its
public appeal and curatorial capacity,
with visitor numbers more than doubling
its previous decade’s results. It is
essentially an art installation which
pervades the entire museum interior.

Cairns Cultural and Entertainment
Precinct

ARUP INTERNATIONAL
Arup are the creative and innovative structural
and environmental engineering force at the heart
of many of the world’s most prominent cultural
projects including Australia’s iconic Sydney
Opera House. Arup are long time collaborators
with Ushida Findlay and Cox Rayner on projects
including the ArcelorMittal Orbit and Cairns
Entertainment and Cultural Precinct.
Ashes and Snow
Nomadic Museum,
Santa Monica California

Colchester Visual
Arts Facility, UK

Denmark Pavilion,
Shanghai World
EXPO 2010

Korea Pavilion,
Shanghai World
EXPO 2010

Marina Bay Sands Arts
and Science Museum,
Singapore

Centre Pompidou-Metz,
Paris, France

Based on the idea of an ‘architectural
rainforest’, this design along the
Cairns urban waterfront is yet another
illustration of the synergies of Cox Rayner
with Ushida Findlay in fusing architecture,
landscape and art, here utilising highly
advanced parametric modelling.

Kadare Cultural Centre,
Yurihonjyo, Japan

National Maritime Museum of China,
Tianjin

Foshan Cultural
Complex, China

This 2013 competition-winning design
well demonstrates Cox Rayner’s ability
to compete on the frontline international
stage for major cultural projects. It has
been hailed as mediating between iconic
presence and contextual integration as
distinct from the ubiquitous ‘object
iconography’ trend, simultaneously
conveying maritime connotations
and landscape continuities.

In our image,
Newton Aycliffe, UK
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‘Self-sustaining ecosystem’

‘The building becomes the framework for climbers and roots’

‘The geometry of the cubic volumes is like the DNA of the plants around it’

Pure form of cubes generated from the golden section

Diagramtic section through New Art Museum

VISION AND DESIGN STRATEGY

New Arts Museum

The new heartbeat of the Gold Coast is the cultural
precinct: a sequence of golden cubes, pure form taking
their cue from the universal geometry of nature, glowing
as they spiral up into the air, from beach to sky. Their
silhouette will be as evocative as the Sydney Opera
House, a golden pathway leading to breathtaking views
over the golden city below – classic and contemporary.

The Great Hall forms the main entrance into this
unpretentious monument. The structure consists of 10
framed cubes, connected on their edges, spiralling up
towards the sky, which progressively reduce in size,
according to the golden ratio. The gallery spaces are
arranged within these larger cubes, making it easy to
seamlessly add, subtract, divide and connect to.
Each cube is clad with an intricate screen to create cool
surface temperatures on the gallery roofs and thus keep
energy costs down. The screens are also used to create
external shaded space, forming a physical and visual
connection between indoor and outdoor spaces.

This is a modernist city, where water weaves between
the buildings, nature lapping up against the man-made.
Breathing life into the spaces between the new centre’s
building blocks are plant forms, a wonder garden that
resuscitates the mind and nourishes the eye. A living,
breathing ecosystem of art, science, architecture and
nature, this is a Paradise Regained.
The geometry of the cubic volumes is like the DNA
of the plants around it: there is a perfect balance and
precise science at work here. The building becomes the
framework for climbers and roots: trees create canopies
to shade galleries and gardens, opening up vistas onto
the sea below. Visitors entering this holistic habitat find
themselves part of a new, contemporary culture-scape,
a self-sustaining ecosystem of steel, stone and plantlife,
where the digital and the natural fuse, where the innate
beauty of proportion – the golden section – creates
a space that is as timeless and contemporary as its
mystical maths.
ORGANISING PRINCIPLES
‘A sequence of golden cubes... glowing as they spiral up into the air’

The Great Terrace
The Great Terrace is a ‘floating’ podium above the
existing ground plane. It acts as a key node between
the various components and therefore becomes a buzz
of activity. The introduction of the podium ensures
entrance points into the New Arts Museum and Living
Arts Centre are easy to identify on this potentially
complex site.
Movement along the Great Terrace is complemented by
striking views across the Artscape, Evandale Lake and
beyond.

Living Arts Centre
The Living Arts Centre is stripped back and rearranged
to improve navigation. We have introduced additional
accommodation, consisting of cubes stacked above the
existing roof level, all accessed via internal circulation.
The building is then re-clad to match the striking New
Arts Museum.
Access
The main vehicle access points remain, with the
introduction of a ring road to control the flow of traffic
around the site. This arterial route is partially covered
by the new podium deck, which covers the new car
parking. The car park is located on two levels, one at
the existing ground plane and another directly beneath.
Concentrating the car parking below the floating podium
creates a rational entrance level both to the New Arts
Musuem and Living Arts Centre.
Sequencing
1. Reconfigure and re-clad existing Living Arts Centre
2. Build basement car park
3. Lay new ring road and reconfigure existing car
parking
4. Construct new Artscape and New Arts Museum
5. Construct new podium level and all necessary
connections
6. Build new Green Bridge and Amphitheatre

Site section through Gold Coast Cultural Precinct to Surfer’s Paradise

Narrative Response
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To Surfer’s
Paradise...

0 10

50

100m

Chevron
Island

Green bridge

Artscape

Paradise
Regained
Gardens

Evandale
Lake
Stage
Outdoor
Amphitheatre

Mooring
point

d

Living Arts
Centre

Bunda

ll Roa

Folly

Council Civic
Chambers retained

Podium
+7.2m

Great Terrace

Great Hall and
New Arts Museum

Nerang River

Riverside building
retained
Existing car park to
be reconfigured

Site plan 1:2000@A3

600 car parking
spaces beneath
deck on 2 levels
+0.9 & +4.0m
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View from edge of ‘Paradise Regained’ gardens

View from Green Bridge

View from Amphitheatre

View towards stage on the lake from Amphitheatre

Entrance to Theatre and towards Great Terrace

Artscape
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View from Great Terrace; New Arts Musem (to left) and Living Arts Centre (centre). Columns which support the upper cubes of the New Arts
Musem are mirrored with water cascading down them to form a pool at ground level

Night view of New Museum and Living Arts Centre from Great Terrace

130.000m (top of tower)

Viewing platform
Gallery

Gallery
Terrace
Gallery

Floating terraces

Gallery

29.700m (existing fly tower)
Columns within
waterfall

Gallery
Great Hall

Terrace
Cinema
Theatre

Theatre
7.200m (podium - existing entrance level to theatre)
3.000m (existing ground level)

Looking up towards the sky from inside the New Art Museum at ground level

New Arts Museum & Living Arts Centre

Section through New Museum and Living Arts Centre
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